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Moving AR into a shared public domain we reveal a set of theoretical,
philosophical and practical considerations that come into play when people
are invited to interact with AR content on hand-held mobile devices. In this
panel we will discuss the cultural experience of AR; how do we signal the
presence of AR content in a public space? What are the responsibilities for
AR artists and producers, public authorities and cultural institutions, in respect
to how we make, access, and consume creative AR content? Are there ethical,
ownership or operational issues and tensions between the desires of the AR
author/producer, commissioners and public bodies, and the expectations of
the general public?
The panel members will discuss AR in museums, street art, and outdoor
social/ cultural contexts and will examine how the creative use of AR might
enliven physical locations, add interest or intrigue, and play with notions of
time, place and space. Publically accessible AR allows a dialogue to be
formed between digital media forms and the physical architecture and spaces
into which they are mapped. This site-specificity also extends to a potential
rethinking of established socio-cultural expectations or associations that might
already exist with a physical place or space; how do AR authors orchestrate
the mise-en-scene of digital and material content.
The use of AR in a shared public domain is by no means resolved, and urban
architectures provide a canvas that is only just beginning to be explored by
artists and designers. Standing behind someone viewing AR on a tablet or
mobile phone invites you to vicariously share their experience - allowing at
one moment to be immersed in a work - and in the next to be back in a
communal physical space; how we negotiate these performative
personal/social interactions will also be discussed.
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Electrical Engineering, at the University of Washington, under the supervision
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